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In this research, the thermal performance of the hybrid composites with modified epoxy matrix was
investigated. The results were compared with those presented by the hybrid composites with homogeneous
epoxy matrix. For understand the effects of the replacement of lower specific density glass fabric by higher
specific density glass fabric, the thermal properties of the hybrid epoxy composites were determined by
comparison to the thermal results of composites reinforced with lower specific density glass fabric with
those of the hybrid epoxy materials reinforced with higher specific density glass fabric. Also, the effects on
the specific heat and thermal expansion coefficient of the used fabric types in outer sheets of the composites
were studied.
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The composite materials are being used in many
domains, where they are subjects of large ranges of
temperature variation; in this regard it is very important to
study their thermal behavior. The large differences of
temperatures may affect the structural stability of
composites [1-3]. For thermal investigation, usually, three
parameters are analyzed: the coefficient of thermal
expansion, the specific heat and the coefficient of thermal
conductivity of materials. As any composite, for polymer
matrix ones, the thermal properties are influenced both by
the nature and properties of polymer and nature and
properties of reinforcement or additives or fillers. The
thermoset resins are used for obtaining of polymeric
composites with high thermal performance, due their
higher thermal stability in comparison with thermoplastic
polymers [4].
The occurrence of dimensional variation due to heat
stress is undesirable, because the too high heat stress may
leads to the deformations and the unstick of laminate
layers, resulting the decrease of mechanical performance
[5, 6], that is why it is recommended to reinforce the
polymer composites with plain weave fabrics due its high
structural stability [7-10]. Often, fabrics made of glass
fibers, carbon fibers, and aramid fibers (or combinations
of these types of fibers) are used as reinforcements due to
their mechanical properties and their fire resistance but
also because of their special thermal properties [4, 11, 12].
Regarding the thermal conductivity of fibers, the glass and
aramid fibers exhibit low thermal conductivity and the
carbon fibers are good thermally conducting. In
dependence of destination of reinforced polymer
composites, hybrid composites can be formed with
advantageous combinations of each fiber constituent [13]
and showing special properties of multi-functional
advanced materials.
Also, aiming to improve the mechanical and thermal
properties of laminates, during the preparation of polymer
matrix fillers, like starch, clay, CNT, carbon black, aramid
powder etc. might be used. In this case it has to be taken
into account the fact that the composite properties depend
on matrix-fiber interface and the presence of fillers leads
to appearance of discontinuities [14]. So, reducing the

fillers dimensions and increasing of their concentration,
the mechanical and thermal properties may be improved.
The investigation of thermal behavior of starch/epoxy and
clay/epoxy composites in ref. [15] showed that the thermal
properties depend more on fillers concentration than on
fillers nature.
This study concerns with the investigation effects
generates by two types of glass fibers fabrics, placed on
the outer layers of laminate materials and the effect of
fillers used during the preparation of polymer matrix over
the thermal behavior of 16 different hybrid composite
laminates each one containing 17 reinforcement layers.
The purpose of this study was to improve the mechanical,
thermal and electrical properties of fabric reinforced epoxy
composites. This paper contains only the thermal analysis
(excepting the coefficient of thermal conductivity) of hybrid
laminate composites.
Experimental part
Materials and methods
The bonds between layers being very important, the
hybrid laminates were formed by the lay-up method which
provides high quality samples with minimum defects [16].
For this study the modified epoxy resin was used as
stratified matrix and various fabrics as reinforcement in
order to obtain hybrid stratified materials with different
properties at different layers.
For this research 16 different hybrid laminates were
formed each one made of 17 layers of reinforcement. So,
the medial layer was made of a hybrid type of fabric. This
fabric is a modified mixed fabric made of aramid and
carbon fiber tows in geometry 1×2 in warp direction and
2×1 in fill direction. Each second aramid fiber tow of the
fill direction was replaced with a glass fiber tow together
with a 0.2 mm diameter tin covered cooper wire, such as
the final fabric is of simple type but with three alternating
kinds of tows on the fill. This type of fabric was denoted by
M [17]. All the other used fabrics (173 g/m2 aramid fibers
fabric - K, 160 g/m2 carbon fibers fabric - C, 163 g/m2 glass
fibers fabric -1G and 390 g/m2 glass fibers fabric-2G) are
also plain type. The matrix of all hybrid materials is made
of epoxy resin (EPIPHEN RE 4020-DE 4020 system). The
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hybrid composites denoted by H were formed with
homogeneous epoxy matrix and the hybrid composites
denoted by F were formed with stratified filled epoxy matrix.
The stratified filled epoxy matrix was formed by modifying
the epoxy system with two fillers combination types: MF1
- 10% wr of potato starch, 10 % wr of aramid powder and
10% wr of carbon black; MF2-10% wr of potato starch,
10% wr of carbon black and, 10% wr of barium ferrite
(weight ratios being determined relative to the amount of
polymer). As it can noticed in table 1 for the hybrid materials
the reinforcement layers are numbered from 1 to 17 (with
number 9 being made of above mentioned special type of
fabric) and related to that, in the case of modified epoxy
matrix materials the 1 - 5 and 13 - 17 layers were imbued

Table 1
LAYER CONFIGURATION
OF HYBRID LAMINATES

with MF1 filled epoxy matrix and, for the 6- 12 layers were
imbued with MF2 filled epoxy matrix prior to be placed
into the mold. Table 1 contains also the denomination of
each material.
The coefficient of thermal expansion was measured using
TMA SDTA 840 instrument (fig. 1.a.) with a heating rate of
20 o C/min from 30 to 200 o C. The specific heat was
measured using DSC 1 instrument (fig. 1.b.) by heating
from 30 to 330oC and by cooling from 330 to 30oC with a
heating, respective, cooling ratio of 20oC/min.
Results and discussions
The thermal analysis was made on the limits of the linear
behavior of the two parameters that had been investigated
(coefficient of linear expansion and specific heat) for the
composites. So, the values of coefficient of thermal linear
expansion were calculated for 40-60oC interval and for 110170oC interval of temperatures (fig. 2, fig. 3 and fig. 4). The
hybrid reinforced epoxy composites with outer layers made
of carbon fabric showed the lowest values of linear

Fig. 1. The experimental methods of thermal measurements: a - the measurements of
coefficient of thermal expansion with TMA SDTA 840 instrument; b - the measurements
of specific heat with DSC 1 instrument.

Fig. 2. Typical profile curve
for materials thickness vs
temperature during TMA
analysis
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Fig. 3. Coefficient of thermal
expansion for hybrid composites
with homogeneous epoxy matrix

Fig. 4. Coefficient of thermal
expansion for hybrid
composites with stratified filled
epoxy matrix

Fig. 5. Typical profile curve for heat flow vs temperature during DSC analysis

expansion coefficient on both temperature ranges. The
values of expansion coefficient determined on 40-60oC
interval increases in order: N12H<N11H<N13H<N14H
for composites reinforced with glass fabric with lower
specific density and N22H<N21H<N24H<N23H for
composites reinforced with glass fabric with higher specific
density, how it can be seen in figure 3. Making a comparison
between the expansion coefficient values of hybrid
composites with non-filled epoxy matrix on this
temperature ranges, it was observed that by increasing of
specific density of glass fiber fabric, the expansion
coefficient values were decreased for hybrid composites
with outer layers made of carbon fabric and middle layers
made of glass fabric and for hybrid composites with outer
layers made of glass fabric and middle layers made of
carbon fabric. For the other materials, the results showed
an increasing of the expansion coefficient values. By
modifying of epoxy matrix, it was determined that by
increasing of glass fabric specific density the values of
coefficient of thermal linear expansion also increased. The
order of increasing of coefficient of thermal linear
MATERIALE PLASTICE ♦ 55♦ No. 2 ♦ 2018

expansion values of composites was changed as follows:
N12F<N13F<N14F<N11F for composites reinforced with
glass fabric with lower specific density and
N22F<N23F<N21F<N24F for composites reinforced with
glass fabric with higher specific density, how it can be seen
in fig. 4. Also, by modifying of epoxy matrix, it was observed
an increasing of expansion coefficient of composites with
carbon outer layers and of composite with 2G glass outer
layers and carbon middle layers.
On 110-170oC temperature interval, it was observed a
decreasing of expansion coefficient value by the
replacement of higher specific density glass fabric with
one having lower specific density, with the exception of
hybrid epoxy composite with of glass outer layers and
carbon in the middle layers (fig. 3). On this temperature
range, the expansion coefficient values increase in order
N12H<N13H<N11H<N14H for hybrid composites
reinforced with lower specific density glass fabric and
N22H<N23H<N24H<N21H for hybrid composites
reinforced with higher specific density glass fabric. In case
of hybrid epoxy composites with stratified filled matrix, it
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was observed an increasing of thermal expansion
coefficient by increasing of glass fabric specific density for
hybrid materials with glass outer layers and inversely for
the other materials (fig. 4). By modifying epoxy matrix, the
recorded values showed a change in order of expansion
coefficient increasing of materials such as N14F<N11F
and N21F<N24F. The modification of epoxy matrix of
hybrid composites reinforced with lower specific density
glass fabric lead to an increase of thermal expansion
coefficient on 110-170oC temperature range, excepting the
composite made of glass outer layers and carbon middle
layers. In case of reinforced materials with higher specific
density glass fabric, the modification of epoxy matrix lead
to a decrease of expansion coefficient for composites with
carbon and aramid outer layers.
The values of specific heat were calculated by average
of both linear curves values (heating and cooling curves fig. 5) on 45-70, 80-200 and 200 -300oC temperature ranges
(fig. 6 to fig. 9). Analyzing the heating and cooling curves,
it can be determined the effects on specific heat of glass
fabric specific density, outer layers fabric and fillers. How it
can be remarked in figure 6, on all temperatures ranges of
heating and cooling curves, the specific heat show the
same order of values increasing in case of hybrid epoxy
composites reinforced with lower specific density glass
fabric: N11H<N14H<N12H<N13H. But regarding the
hybrid epoxy composites reinforced with higher specific
density glass fabric the order of increasing of specific heat
is the same on 45-70oC and 80-200oC temperature ranges
of heating curves N22H<N21H<N24H<N23H. On 200-

300oC temperature range of heating curves and on all
temperature ranges of cooling curves the composites
made of glass outer layers change their order (figs. 6 and
8). In fig. 6 and figure 7, it can be observed that on 80-200
and 200-300oC temperature ranges of heat curves, the
thermal behavior of hybrid composites made of glass outer
layers and aramid middle layers is different from other
materials. Because in the transition from 80-200oC range
to 200-300oC range the specific heat of these composites
exhibit a decreasing of values comparing with the other
materials, whose specific heat values increase. Which
means that these materials keep their different thermal
behavior, also, on cooling temperature ranges.
On heating 45-705 oC temperature range, it can be
noticed that by increasing of glass fabric specific density,
the specific heat of hybrid epoxy composites is also
increasing, excepting the specific heat of composite with
glass outer layers and aramid middle layers, which is
decreasing (fig. 6.). But on cooling temperature range the
hybrid composite with aramid middle layers and,
especially, the hybrid composite with aramid outer layers
exhibited a decreasing of specific heat with increasing of
glass fabric specific density (fig. 8). So, how it can be seen
in figure 9, the specific heat of composites can be improved
by modifying of epoxy matrix with fillers, which led to
increasing of specific heat by decreasing of glass fabric
specific density. But, also, the specific heat of composite
with glass outer layers and carbon middle layers increased.
The hybrid composites with stratified filled epoxy matrix
on cooling temperature range showed the same specific

Fig. 6. Specific heat of hybrid
composites with homogeneous
epoxy matrix measured on heating
curves.

Fig. 7. Specific heat of hybrid
composites with stratified filled
epoxy matrix measured on
heating curves.

Fig. 8. Specific heat of hybrid
composites with homogeneous
epoxy matrix measured on cooling
curves.
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Fig. 9. Specific heat of hybrid
composites with stratified filled
epoxy matrix measured on cooling
curves

heat values for composite made of glass outer layers and
aramid middle layers indifferent of glass fabric specific
density (fig. 9). The other materials had presented an
increasing of specific heat with decreasing of glass fabric
specific density. Making a comparison between the nonfilled epoxy composites and stratified filled epoxy
composites, it can be observed that the using of fillers in
epoxy matrix led to improvement of specific heat only for
composite made of carbon outer layers from materials
group reinforced with lower specific density glass fabric
and, also, for composite made of aramid outer layers from
materials group reinforced with higher specific density
glass fabric.
On 80-200oC and 200-300oC temperature ranges, the
effect of replacement of the lower specific density glass
fabric by one with higher specific density, it was the same
as on temperature range described above, excepting the
composite made of glass outer layers succeeded by
carbon layers and stratified filled epoxy matrix, which show
a decreasing specific heat on cooling temperature range
(figs. 6 and 8). Regarding the effect of epoxy matrix
modification, on 80-200 oC temperature ranges, it was
remarked that the addition of fillers mixture in epoxy matrix
had improved the specific heat of the composites made of
carbon outer layers and of the composites made of glass
outer layers and carbon medial layers from hybrid
composites group reinforced with lower specific density
glass fabric (figs. 7 and 9). From hybrid composites group
reinforced with higher specific density glass fabric, the
specific heats of the composites made of aramid outer
layers and of the composites made of glass outer layers
and aramid medial layers, on both cooling temperature
ranges were improved. But on heating temperature ranges
the specific heat was increased only of composite with
aramid outer layers. On 200-300oC heating temperature
ranges, how it can be seen in figs. 7 and 9, the modification
of epoxy matrix improved the specific heat of all materials
reinforced with lower specific density glass fabric,
excepting the materials made of glass outer layers and
succeeded by carbon layers. On 200-300 oC cooling
temperature ranges, it was observed an improvement only
for composite made of carbon outer layers.
Conclusions
Based on graphs above, the following conclusions over
the thermal behavior of composite plates might be noticed:
All the materials showed different thermal behavior in
dependence of the fabric type of outer layers, the layers
configuration, the glass fabric specific density and the
modification of epoxy matrix.
Regarding the effect of the fabric type of outer layers
and the layers configuration, it was remarked that the
composites made of aramid outer layers exhibited the
lowest values of thermal expansion coefficient indifferent
MATERIALE PLASTICE ♦ 55♦ No. 2 ♦ 2018

of the temperatures ranges, glass fabric specific density
and the epoxy matrix modifying. But by increasing of glass
fabric specific density, this composite showed the lowest
specific heat, which has been improved by modifying of
epoxy matrix and even presenting the higher specific heat
on 200-300°C heating temperature range. Without
modifying of epoxy matrix the composites made of glass
fabric outer layers showed the highest values of measured
specific heat.
The replacement of lower specific density glass fabric
with higher specific density glass fabric in structure of
composites has improved the thermal performance of
composite made of glass fabric outer layers and
succeeded by aramid layers. It was improved the thermal
properties of composite made of carbon fabric outer layers,
whose thermal expansion coefficient was reduced on 4060oC temperature range and was increased significantly
(approximately twice) the specific heat of this composite
on all temperature ranges of measurements.
On all temperature ranges of heating and cooling curves,
the modification of epoxy matrix with two types of fillers
mixture had improved the specific heat of the composite
made of aramid fabric outer layers from the materials group
reinforced with higher specific density glass fabric. Also, it
had improved significantly the specific heat of composite
made of carbon fabric outer layers from the materials group
reinforced with lower specific density glass fabric.
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